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INTRODUCTION 
 

This report presents the views of the stakeholders and comments received from the Maldives on the 
“Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis” (TDA) report prepared by the Bay of Bengal Large Marine 
Ecosystem (BOBLME) Project. 

TDA is a scientific analytical report that identifies, quantifies and ranks, according to the severity of 
environmental and/or socio-economic impacts, water-related environmental transboundary issues 
and their proximate and root causes. The TDA provides the basis for a Strategic Action Programme 
(SAP) that will enable implementation of nationally and regionally coordinated activities to address 
the issues and their causes. 
 
The Marine Research Center of the Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture, as the national focal point 
of the BOBLME Project undertook an extensive consultation process to validate the TDA. The 
national consultation process was guided by the Terms of Reference (ToR) for national consultations 
provided by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in consultation with the Regional 
Coordinating Unit (RCU) of the BOBLME Project. 
 
A consultation plan was developed by the MRC based on inputs from the BOBLME experts and the 
National TDA Consultant. The key stakeholders were identified as part of the stakeholder analysis, 
the agenda for the national consultation workshop and the materials to be presented at the 
workshop were agreed by the Marine Research Center team and the National TDA Consultant. It was 
also decided to use the TDA documents in English for the consultation process and to use both 
English and Dhivehi language for ease of communication. 
 
The objective of the national consultation process was to review and validate the information 
contained in the TDA. The stakeholders were invited to review and verify the information in the TDA, 
while noting any errors, points that need verification, and to suggest additions and deletions. 
Stakeholders were also advised to assess the information and conclusions in the TDA from a 
transboundary perspective and to make recommendations on the appropriateness of the TDA as the 
basis for the SAP to be implemented by member countries. 
 
The national validation workshop was held in Male’, Maldives on 11th September 2011, at the 
premises of the MRC. A range of stakeholders including government ministries, regional offices, 
private sector representatives and nongovernmental organizations participated in the workshop. 
The list of participants is provided in Annex 1. 
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WORKSHOP DELIBERATIONS 
 
 
1. The workshop was opened by Dr. Hussain Rasheed Hussain, State Minister, Ministry of 

Fisheries and Agriculture. In his opening remarks Dr. Hussain pointed out that the TDA 
covers both national level concerns and regional level concerns. He highlighted the 
importance of Tuna to the economy of the Maldives and drew the attention of the 
participants to the lack of attention to other species of fish in the Maldives. He pointed out 
the critical role the small and juvenile fish play in the marine ecosystems, particularly in 
mangroves. Dr. Hussain noted that coral reefs are critically important for the survival and 
sustenance of the Maldives as a nation. He also shared with participants the importance of 
mangrove systems to the region. 

 
2. Dr. Hussain explained to the participants the objective of the workshop. He stated that as a 

nation we views shall be expressed fully when giving endorsement. He mentioned that the 
key question is whether we accept the findings of the TDA at national levels. He noted that 
the outcome of the consultation will be reported to FAO as the decision of the Maldives and 
urged participants to deliberate with passion and commitment.  

 
3. Dr. Hussain thanked the participants on behalf of the Ministry and MRC. He recalled that 

LME is a very important concept and activity and identified the need for Maldives to play 
fully her role in global environmental management. He also explained that although Ministry 
of Fisheries is the focal agency for BOBLME, the programme has much wider coverage and 
fisheries is only one component. He concluded his remarks by thanking the project staff who 
have organized the consultation and urged participants to identify any changes or 
recommendations they would like to make to the TDA. 

 
4. Next, Dr. Shiham Adam, Director General, Marine Research Center made a presentation on 

the BOBLME project. He explained to the participants the origin of Bay of Bengal initiative 
and the contributions Bay of Bengal programme has made to the region and in particular the 
Maldives. He referred to the progress of BOBLME during 2001 to 2005 and how the project 
was implemented in the post tsunami period. He highlighted that the BOBLME is a GEF and 
World Bank funded project and the primary objective is to agree on strategic actions that 
nations can implement to protect and preserve the large marine ecosystem to meet the 
sustainable development needs of the present and future generations. 
 

5. Dr. Shiham Adam mentioned about the relationship between TDA and the Strategic 
Action Plan (SAP). TDA is developed and validated by each country in order to make 
sure that the SAP when developed truly reflects interventions that are required at 
the national/regional level. The TDA priorities will get translated into SAP actions 
during SAP development. Hence, it is critical that TDA reflects national priorities and 
is validated nationally. 
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6. Following Dr. Shiham Adam’s presentation, Dr. Simad Saeed the national TDA validation 
consultant made a presentation on the TDA and the key findings. The presentation is 
provided in Annex 2. 

 
7. After the presentation by Dr. Simad Saeed, the participants were asked to present their 

views on the TDA. Participants expressed their satisfaction with the process that was 
followed in the development of the TDA. 

 
8. Participants also endorsed the three main areas of concern: 1. Overexploitation of the 

marine living resources; 2. Degradation of mangroves, coral reefs and seagrass; and 3. 
Pollution as an appropriate basis for identification of the issues. 

 
9. Participants endorsed that the TDA adequately identifies and ranks water related 

environmental transboundary issues, and their causes, according to the severity of 
environmental and/or socio economic impacts. 

 
10. The participants recommended the TDA as an appropriate scientific basis for the 

development of the Strategic Action Plan (SAP). 

11. In the deliberations that followed, the State Secretary of the Upper South Province 
expressed his concern that bait fishery was not given adequate attention in the TDA. He 
explained the difficulties faced by fishermen in the Upper South Region of the Maldives and 
noted that some fishermen have to dive 40 to 50 feet depth to harvest bait fish. 

 
12. In response, Dr. Shiham Adam noted that bait fishery has to date being considered a local 

issue and queried the transboundary implications of bait fishery. He elaborated on the use 
of nets and the potential impact it could have on bait fishery. 

 
13. Participants supported the view that bait fishery has to be given special attention in the TDA. 

Fishermen from the north have to travel all the way south and vice versa in search of bait 
fish. A participant highlighted that bait fisheries has changed much over the last two 
decades. It has changed to a level where bait fisheries can be considered a distortion of the 
term as it was originally used. What is harvested as bait fish is according to his views totally 
different in terms of the species, as well as the methods and techniques used for capture of 
bait fish. He noted that pole and line fishery for skip jack tuna is no longer the main fishery in 
the Maldives and is replaced by the yellow fin tuna fishery. 

 
14. Mr. Omar Manik stated that the key issue with bait fishery is that the 10 species used as bait 

in the Maldives are very short lived. Although bait fishery was not a major concern in the 
1980s, with the increasing size of the fishing vessels and the increase in the number of 
vessels bait fishery has become a serious issue.  

 
15. Some participants questioned whether decline in bait fish is caused by the methods used 

such as lights and diving. On the other hand, some participants referred to the decline in bait 
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fish larvae. There was consensus that more research needs to be undertaken to better 
understand the status of bait fishery and the challenges being faced. 

 
16. The State Secretary of the Upper South Region also urged participants to give adequate 

attention to the pollution issues facing communities living in coastal areas and particularly 
noted the issue of sewage pollution.  

 
17. The participants noted sewage pollution as a major driver of coral reef degradation. Corals 

die with the nutrient load increasing and this issue is likely to escalate with the increase in 
population of coastal communities as well as tourism development. 

 
18. Participants expressed their concern on the increasing level of mercury detected in the 

Indian Ocean tuna stocks and called for enhanced research effort to determine the cause of 
the problem. 

 
19. Mr. Rilwan from Blue Peace (a national NDO) expressed concern at the lack of action from 

the Government on issues such as rising mercury levels in fish stocks, ratification of the 
CITES, ratification of RAMSAR Convention. He presented a case to include climate change as 
a key concern in the BOBLME, and to have an integrated perspective on all international 
environmental challenges. Mr. Rilwan was particularly concerned with the damages caused 
to sites listed in the sensitive ecosystems list of the Ministry of Environment. He 
recommended that the sensitive list be shared with the National Planning Council and the 
key policy makers and accountability be shown by concerned officials. Mr. Rilwan also posed 
question on what is being done to save turtles in the Maldives and expressed his concern 
that harvesting of turtle eggs is banned only in 11 islands. As a result, he noted that turtle 
eggs are sold in the local market of Male’ and there is no way of checking where the eggs 
were harvested. 

 
20. Dr. Shiham Adam, in response stated that Maldives participated with observer status in the 

last meeting of CITES held in Doha. He also noted that the ratification of CITES is under 
consideration by the Cabinet and a positive decision is anticipated. 

 
21. The 2007 and 2008 global financial crisis affected fisheries in the Maldives. With the rise in 

fuel costs, many large vessels were out of fisheries. This had potential livelihood and food 
security implications. 

 
22. Dr. Hussain Rasheed Hussain explained the changes that have taken place in the fisheries of 

the Maldives over the last two decades and highlighted the need for further research and 
better information sharing on fisheries development. He elaborated on the issue of over 
exploitation of fish and explained the concepts of fish availability in terms of catchability and 
abundance. He stated the key issue is declining resource abundance. He also noted the 
species composition of catches varies. The catch composition changes due to both demand 
as well as supply related issues. 
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23. In the last two years fish catch in the Maldives has declined significantly and many fishers 
and vessel owners faced economic and financial challenges. Vessel owners faced payment 
difficulties which affected the good relations fishermen had with finance leasing companies. 

 
24. Participants also noted floating solid waste as a major area of concern for the BOBLME. The 

Maldives have recently experienced periods where large container loads of waste floated 
within the territory of the Maldives. Such waste is a result of ships offloading containers in 
rough weather conditions and could have devastating consequences for fishermen, marine 
transport and coastal communities. 

 
25. The decline in the number of seabirds and the damage to seagrass habitats was noted by the 

participants. In the Maldives, the sandbanks that were frequented by seabirds often get 
leased for sea plane operations. Participants also drew attention to potential links to impact 
on juvenile fish caused by loss of seagrass habitats.   

 
26. The participants also highlighted the issue of maritime piracy and terrorism in the Indian 

Ocean as an area of concern for the BOBLME.  
 

27. In the deliberations on TDA, participants referred to the importance of both international 
agreements and bilateral agreements as a mechanism to address transboundary issues. In 
this context, participants noted the importance of cross relations with other adjacent large 
marine ecosystem areas (Eg: the Reunion islands). Participants also clarified the role of the 
Indian Ocean Tuna Commission in the context of the BOBLME project. 

 
28. Participants identified environmental impact assessment (EIA) as a potential tool to protect 

the large marine ecosystems and called for strengthening of project EIAs while identifying 
the need for strategic environmental assessment (SEA) before decisions are made on 
programmes that have major implications on the environment. 

 
29. Participants identified lack of information sharing among key government agencies as a 

major hindrance to protection of environment and ecosystems. As an example, the sensitive 
list of islands is not shared among key agencies of the government, while many agencies are 
not aware of the turtle protection measures undertaken by the Government. 

 
30. Participants urged the government to consider creating fisheries officer jobs in the seven 

regions to follow the decentralization model of governance. These positions can be used to 
improve significantly data collection and data sharing from the islands and atolls. 
Participants deliberated on the role of island and atoll councils and the need to use councils 
more effectively for the protection of the ecosystems and fisheries in the Maldives. 

 
31. In response, the Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture stated that 37 islands have fisheries 

officers and there is a human resource plan to position two fisheries officers in each atoll of 
the Maldives. The Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture also noted that there is now an 
automated online system to input data on fish catch. With the use of the software, there is 
opportunity to receive daily fish catch data. 
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32. The following recommendations were made to improve management of ecosystems and 
fisheries: 

 
· The utilization of decentralized governance structure (councils) 
· More frequent TV Programmes on resource management 
· Better information dissemination 
· Outreach, awareness and capacity building 
· The efficient use of website for real time data entry 
· Establishment of a voluntary register of fishermen 
· Introducing vessel tracking and monitoring systems 
· Introduction of export bans on sharks 
· Matching of action with written policies 
· Harmonizing mandates to avoid overlap 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

The participants of the national workshop endorsed that:  

a) the process followed in the development of the Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis (TDA) 

was adequate and acceptable 

b) the TDA has accurately identified water-related environmental transboundary issues and 

their proximate and root causes of the BOBLME 

c) the attempt to quantify and rank transboundary issues in the TDA where applicable was 

satisfactory, 

d) the TDA is an appropriate basis for the development of the Strategic Action Programme. 

 
The participants made the following recommendations as input for the formulation of the SAP: 

a) Decentralized good governance is essential to address water related environmental 

transboundary issues 

b) Capacity building is a critical need in the region, particularly at the local levels of governance 

c) BOBLME is inter-linked to other large marine ecosystems in multi-facets and hence a 

mechanism to have dialogue, collaborate and co-operate with countries outside the 

BOBLME needs to be identified 

d) Mechanisms to enable better sharing of scientific data and information among member 

countries needs to be established or strengthened. 

e) Several international agreements exist that have direct relevance to BOBLME and effort is 

needed to identify where synergy can be gained 

f) Climate change is a major environmental challenge for the BOBLME and more emphasis 

needs to be given to adaptation to climate change and mitigation of climate change. In this 

context, adaptation related research must become a priority. 
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ANNEX 1 - LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
 

Mr. Hussain Fahumee 

Councillor 

Addu City Council 

 

Mr. Ahmed Zahir 

State Secretary 

Upper South National Office 

 

Mr. Mohamed Lirar 

Councillor 

Fuvahmulaku Atoll Council 

 

Mr. Mohamed Suaad 

State Secretary 

Fuvahmulah National Office 

 

Mr. Abdulla Nabeel 

Marine Services Officer 

Hithadhoo Port Limited 

 

Mr. Omar Manik 

Chairman 

Fishermen’s Association 

 

Ms. Hawwa Shakeela 

Desk Officer 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

 

Mr. Ali Rilwan 

Executive Member 

Bluepeace 

Mr. Mohamed Waheed 

Deputy General Manager 

Felivaru Fisheries Maldives 

 

Captain RIzmee 

FEO, Coast Guard 

Maldives National Defence Force 

 

Mr. Mohamed Muththalib 

Senior Research Officer 

Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture 

 

Mr. Hussain Sinan 

Senior Research Officer 

Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture 

 

Mr. Mohamed Ahusan 

Senior Research Officer 

Marine Research Center 

 

Ms. Fahmeeda Islam 

Senior Research Officer 

Marine Research Center 

 

Dr. Shiham Adam 

Director General 

Marine Research Center 
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ANNEX 3 – TRANSLATION OF TDA EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޯކިސްސަޓްމ (ޮބްބްލެމ)

 ްޓާރްންސަބުއްނަޑީރ ަޑަޔްގޯންސިޓްކ ެއަނިލިސްސ (ީޓ ޑީ ޭއ)

 

 ުޚާލޞާ 

 ަފްސ ަމްނަޒރު 

 

ައަހުރެގ ެއްޕީރްލ ަވަނ  2009ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޯކިސްސަޓްމ ްޕޮރެޖްކްޓ ެފުށީނ 

 ަމުހެއެވ.

 

ިއްނޑީޮނިޝާއ، ެމލިޭޝާއ، ަތިއެލްންޑ، ިމަޔްނަމރ، ަބްންގަލދްޭޝ، ިއްނިޑާއ، ްސީރަލްނާކ ައިދ ިދެވިހާރްއެޖ 

ަބިއެވިރާވ ަފްސ ައަހުރ ުދަވުހެގ ިމ ްޕޮރެޖްކްޓެގ ަމްގަސަދީކ ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލެގ ެވްއާޓިއ ަމްސެވިރަކްނ ަސަރަޙްއީދ 

ްޖޮކްށެގްނ ައްއޭސިރ ަފުށަގިއ ިދިރުއޭޅ ާއާބީދެގ ިދިރުއުޅުމެގ ެފްނަވުރ ަމިތޮކްށިދުނެމެވ.ެފްނަވުރަގިއ ެމނެ   

ިބިލައްނ ެއެވ. ެއީއ ުމިޅ ުދިނޭޔެގ ާއާބީދެގ  1.78ޮބްބްލމޭ ްޕޮރެޖްކްޓަގިއ ިހެމޭނ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ުޖްމަލ ާއާބީދައީކ  

ިމިލައްނ ީމުހްނ ިދިރުއެޅުމްނަދީނ ައްއޭސިރ ަފުށަގިއ ޮގނުޑޮދާށިއ  450ެއެވ. ީމެގ ެތެރިއްނ 25ަސްއަތައުކްނ 

ަކަތިއެގ ަވީސަލްތަތާކިއ، ަމްސެވިރަކާމިއ، ަޖްނަގިލ ައިދ ިބާމިއ، ާކީރަގެއެވ. ިމ ަސަރަޙްއަދަ◌ީކ ަމުއަދާނިއ، ހަ 

ިމިލައްނ  6ިދުރްނަތްއ ިގަނިއްނ ެއުކެލވޭ ުގްދަރީތ ޮގުތްނ ުމްއަސނިދ ަސަރަޙްއެދެކެވ. ިމ ަސަރަޙްއުދްނ ައަހަރުކ 

ެވ.އެ  16ަޓުނެގ ަމްސެވިރަކްނ ުކެރެއެވ. ިމީއ ުދިނޭޔެގ ަމްސެވިރަކަމްށ ަބާލިއުރ ަސްއަތައުކްނ   

ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޯކިސްސަޓްމަގިއ ަތފުާތ ެއަތްއ ެހިބެޓްޓ ެއުކެލެވެއެވ. ޭއެގ ެތޭރަގިއ ިބަޔ ަކނޑޫފާ 

ަޕަސްންޓ)  8ަޕަސްންޓ)، ުމަރަކ ަފުރަތްއ (ުދިނޭޔެގ ަފުރަތުކެގ  16(ުދިނޭޔެގ ަކނޑޫފަާތުކެގ ިންސަބުތްނ  

ަސަރަޙްއަދީކ ިދޭރ ަތެކީތެގ ަނަ◌ްސުލަތްއ ުމްއަސނިދ  ައިދ ޫމުދިވަނ ެހިދަފިއާވ ަތްނަތްނ ިހެމެނެއެވ. މި 

ަސަރަޙްއެދެކެވ. ައިދ ެނުތުމެގ ިބުރ ހެީވަފިއާވ ުނަވަތ ަވަރްށ ޮބަޑްށ ައަދުދ ަމުދެވަފިއާވ ަތފުާތ ާބަވްތަތްއ ިމ 

ަސަރަޙްއުދަގިއ ިދިރުއެޅުމްނެދެއެވ. ިމ ާލރްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޯކިސްސަޓްމާއިއ ިސްސަޓްމަގިއ ިހެމޭނ ުގްދަރީތ 

ަވީސަލްތަތްއ ަސަރަޙްއީދ ަގުއުމަތަކްށ ިއްޖިތާމީޢޮގުތްނާނިއ ިއްގިތާޞީދޮގުތްނ ަވަރްށ ުމިހްއުމ ެވަފިއެވެއެވ. 
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ަމްސެވިރަކާމިއ، ަމްސ ިވްއާސ ާއާލުކުރާމިއ، ަފުތުރެވިރަކާމިއ، ާއުގ ޯބުޓ ަދުތުރ ަފުތުރްނ ަވީޒފެާގ ުފުރަސުތަތާކިއ، 

ަތެކްއ ިލެބުމްނެދެއެވ.ާކޯބަތެކްއާޗިއ ިއްގިތާޞީދ ެއަތްއ ަފިއާދ   

ައްއޭސިރަފުށަގިއ ިދިރުއެޅުމްނާދ ުދިނޭޔެގ ަފީގުރްނެގ ެދަބިއުކަޅ ެއްއަބިއީމުހްނ ިދިރުއެޅުމްނެގްނަދީނެވްސ ޭބ ޮއްފ 

ެބްނޯގްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޮކިސްސަޓްމަގިއ ހެމޭނ ަގުއުމަތުކަގެއެވ. ަކނޑިާއ ަފުޅ ަފުރަތުކަގިއ ެއުކެލިވެގްނާވ 

ިމިލައްނ ަބެއްއެގ ާއްމަދީނެގ ަވީސަލްތަތެކެވ. ައިދ ަހަމެއެހްނެމ، ާކޯބ ަތެކީތެގ  ިދުރްނަތަކީކ ެއަތއް 

 ަމްސަދުރެވްސެމެއެވ.

ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޯކިސްސަޓްމަގިއ ަހަތުރ ަލްއަކ ައްށުވެރ ިގަނ ުއަޅނުދ (ިއްނީޖުނީލ ައިދ 

ިމަލައަންށުވެރ ިގަނ ީމުހްނ ަމްސެވިރަކާމިއ  4.5ިއްނީޖުނ ުނާލ) ަމްސެވިރަކުމަގިއ ޭބުންނުކެރެވެއެވ. ައިދ 

 ަމްސެވިރަކާމިއ ުގުޅްނ ުހިރ ަމަސްއަކްތަތުކަގިއ ާޝިމުލެވެއެވ.

ަހުލިވަކާމެއުކ ާއާބީދ ިއުތުރަވުމްނިދުޔާމިއ، ާކާނައާށިއ ިވަޔފިާރާއިއ ާއްމަދީނ ޯހުދަމްށ ަކނޑިާއ ޫމުދެގ ަވީސަލްތަތަކްށ 

ިބްނ ޭބުންނުކާރ ިމްނަވާރިއ ޮގްތަތަކްށ ައިއ ަބަދުލެގ ަސަބުބްނ ަކނޑިާއ  ަބޯރާސާވްނެޖޭހ ިމްނަވުރެގ ޮބުޑުވާމިއ،

ޫމުދެގ ާމަހުއަލްށ ަދީނ ޮބެޑިތ ައަސުރަތްއ ުކަރުމްނެނެވ. ަނީތާޖެއްއެގ ޮގުތްނ، ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލެގ ަވީސަލްތަތުކެގ 

ަވީސަލްތަތްއ ޭބުންނ ިހފާ ަފީގުރ  ޭބުންނ ިހަފްނ ޭބުންނާވ ިއްގިތާޞީދ ާދިއާރަތަކާށިއ ެއަބިއީމުހްނެގ ިދިރިތުބަމށް 

 ާއާބީދައްށ ިމަކްނަކްނ ުކިރަޔްށ ެގްނެދވީޭނ ިކާހ ުމްއަދަތަކްށަކާމެމުދ ިމާހުރ ަޝްއުކަވީނ ުއެފިދަފެއެވ.

 

 ްޓާރްންސަބުއްނަޑީރ ަޑިއްގޯންސިޓްކ ެއަނިލިސްސ (ީޓ ޑީ ޭއ)

 ޮބްބްލމޭ ީޓޑޭީއ ައީކ ަހްތ ައަހުރ ުދަވުހެގ ިދާރާސަތުކެގ ަނީތާޖެއެވ.

 

ީޓ ޑީ ޭއ ައީކ ެފާނ ުގޭޅ ްޓާރްންސަބުއްނަޑީރ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ފަާހަގޮކްށ، ުކަޑ ޮބުޑިމްނ ަވަޒްނޮކްށ، ަމްއަސަލިއެގ 

ަސަބަ◌ުބްނ ުކާރ ިއްގިތާޞީދ، ިއްޖިތާމީއ، ައިދ ިތާމެވިށެގ ައަސުރަތަކްށ ެބުލަމްށަފުހ ަމްއަސަލަތަކްށ ިއްސަކްނެދވޭ 

ްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޮކިސްސަޓްމެގ ީޓ ޑީ ޭއ ައީކ ަހްތ ައަހުރ ުދަވުހެގ ަތުރީތުބ ަކނަޑެއުޅެމެވ. ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނގޯ 

ުމްއަދުތަގިއ ުކެރުވުނ ިދާރާސަތާކިއ، ަސަރަހްއީދ ައިދ ަގުއީމ ެފްނަވުރަގިއ ެއިކ ަބިއެވިރްނާނެއުކ ިހްނުގުނ ަމްޝަވާރ 

 ަތުކެގ ަނީތާޖެއެވ.

ުބަރެވ ިތެބެގްނ ިދާމާވ ަމްއަސަލަތާކިއ ަމްއަސަލ  ީޓ ޑީ ޭއ ަގިއ ިހެމޭނ ަސިއްނިޓިފްކ ަދީލްލަތަކީކ ޭއެގ ަމްއަޗށް 

ެމުދެވިރާވ ަސަބުބަތްއ ަހްއުލުކުރަމްށ ަގުއީމ ައިދ ަސަރަހްއީދ ެފްނަވުރަގަ◌ިއ ުގިޅެގްނ ިހްނާގެނ ައަމީލ ަހަރާކްތަތްއ 

 ާރާވ ެއަކަށައާޅ ްސްޓެރީޓިޖްކ ެއްކަޝްނ ްޕޮރްގާރްމައަކްށ ަރނަގުޅ ިބްނަގެލެކެވ.
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ަސާމުލަކަމްށ ެގެންސަފިއެވެއވެ  ަގނުޑ ިތްނ ާދިއާރެއއް ީޓ ޑީ ޭއަގިއ ަމއި     

 

◌ް ހ. ަކނޑިާއ މުޫދެގ ިދުރުމެގ ޭބުންނ ާމޮބަޑްށ (ުހްސެވާދ ިމްނަވަރްށ) ިހަފުމްނ ިދުޔނ  

 

 ށ. ުމަރަކ ަފުރަތާކިއ، ަކނުޑފަާތާކިއ މުޫދިވަނިއެގ ާމަހުއުލ ަހާލުކަވަމު◌ްނ ިދުޔްނ 

 

 ނ. ަކނޑިާއ މުޫދ ަތަޣްއަޔުރުވން 

 

ާދިއާރަގިއ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ެމުދެވިރާވ ަސަބުބަތްއ ެދެނަގުތަމްށ ުފްނޮކްށ ިވްސަނިއ ިދާރާސުކުރަމްށަފުހ ިމިތްނ 

ަސާމުލަ◌ަކްނދްޭނެޖޭހ ަމްއަސަލަތާކިއ ެއ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ުކިރަމިތުކުރާވ ަސަބުބަތްއ ަބަލިއ ިއްސަކްނދްޭނެޖޭހ 

ްނަތްއ ިތީރަގިއ ފަާހަގޮކްށަފިއެއަވީނ ެއެވ.ަކްނަތްއަތްއަވީނ ަކނަޑެއިޅަފެއެވ. ީޓ ޑީ ޭއެގ ަމިއަގނުޑ ޯހދު   

ަގުއީމ ެފްނަވުރަގިއ ެއަކިނ ުމިހްއުމާވ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ީޓ ޑީ ޭއަގިއ ެއުކެލިވަފިއުނުވަމީކ ެއަކީށެގްނާވަކެމެކެވ. 

ްޓާރްންސަބުއްނަޑީރ ަމްއަސަލަކުމަގިއ ަބާލަފިއަވީނ ެއ ަމްއަސަލެއްއ ުނަވަތ ަމްއަސަލ ެމުދެވިރުކާރ ަސަބަބީކ 

ެމްއެގ ަސަރަޙްއުދ ަފަހަނަޅިއާދ ަމްއަސަލައަކްށެވަފިއ، ުނަވަތ ަމްއަސަލިއެގ ަސަބުބްނ ުދިނޭޔެގ ިތާމެވްށަޓްށ ަގއު 

ޭއެގ ައަސުރ ފާޯރ ަކަމަކްށެވ، ުނަވަތ ަސަރަޙްއީދ ެފްނަވުރަގިއ ެއ ަމްއަސަލެއްއ ަހްއުލ ުކުރުމްނ ުދިނޭޔެގ 

.ިތާމެވްށަޓްށ ޭއެގ ެއެދވޭ ަފިއާދ ުކާރެނަކްނަކަމެށވެ   

ީޓ ޑީ ޭއަގިއ ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޮކިސްސަޓްމަގިއ ުހިރ ުމިހްއުމ ިއްގިތާސީދ، ިއްޖިތާމީޢ، ާގޫނީނ، ައީދ 

ިއާދީރ ަމްއަސަލަތާކިއ ައިދ ޫމޫސީމ ަބަދުލަތްއަފަދ ުމިހްއުމ ަކްނަކްނ ިހަމާނަފިއާވެނެއެވ. ިމ ަކްނަކަމީކ ިގަނަފަ◌ަހަރްށ 

ަލަތްއ ަހްއުލުކުރަމްށ ަދިތ ފުޯރާވ ުނަވަތ ާކިމާޔުބ ަޙްއުލ ޯހުދަމށ ޮބެޑިތ ޮގްނެޖުހްނ ިމިތްނ ާދިރާރަގިއ ުހިރ ަމްއސަ 

ުކިރަމިތުކުރާވ ަކްނަކެމެވ. ްސްޓެރީޓިޖްކ ެއްކަޝްނ ްޕޮރްގާރްމ ެއަކަށެއުޅުމަގިއ ިމީއ ަވަރްށ ުމިހްއުމ 

 ަމުއޫލާމަތްށެވެގްނާދެނެއެވ.
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ްނ (ުހްސެވާދ ިމްނަވަރްށ) ިދުރްނ ުހިރ ަތެކީތެގ ޭބުންނ ާމޮބަޑްށ ާމިގަނއި 

 ިހުފން 

 

 ަމިއަގނުޑ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ:

 ހ. ަމުހެގ ާބަވްތަތްއ ިލޭބ ިމްނަވުރ ަމުދުވން 

 ށ. ާބާނ ަމުހަގިއ ިހެމޭނ ާބަވްތަތްއ ަބަދުލުވން 

 ނ. ާބާނ ަމުހެގ ެތޭރަގިއ ަޅ ަސިއްޒ ުކިދ ަމްސ ިހެމެ◌ުނން 

ެގްއެލުމްނޮގްސ ިދޭރ ަތެކީތެގ ަންސުލަތަކްށ ުނަރްއާކެވަފިއުވން ރ. ަމުދެވަފިއާވ ާބަވްތަތާކިއ ުހްސެވާދެނ ާބަވްތަތްއ   

 

 ިމ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ްޓާރްންސަބުއްނަޑީރ ަމްއަސަލައްށ ވާޮގތް 

ަމްސެވިރަކުމަގިއ ިހފާ ަމުހެގ ްސޮޓަކީކ ަމްސ ިހުޖަރުކުރުމެގ ަސަބު◌ުބްނ ުނަވަތ ަމުހެގ ިބްސ ަދުތުރުކުރުމެގ 

ެގ ެމުދަގިއ ިހްއާސ ުކެރވޭ ަވީސަލެތެކެވ.ަސަބުބްނ ެއްއަގުއަމްށުވެރ ިގަނ ަގަ◌ުއމު   

ާގޫނާނިއ ެއްއޮގަތްށ ޫނީނ ަވަގްށ ަނަމެވްސ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ަސަރަޙްއުދ ުހަރްސޮކްށ ަމްސެވިރަކްނ ުކެރެއެވ. ެއްއ 

ަތެންއަގިއ ުހްސާވ ަވަރްށ ަމްސެވިރަކްނ ުކަރްނ ެފުށުމްނ ައެންއ ަތަނަކްށ ަމްސެވިރްނާނިއ ުއަޅނުދަ◌ަތްއ 

.ަދުތުރުކެރެއވެ   

ާގްތަގނަޑަކްށ ުހިރާހ ަގުއެމްއަގިއެހްނ ަދީނ ަމްސެވިރަކްނ ެމޭންޖ ުކުރުމަގިއ (ާޚްއަޞޮކްށ ިއޯކިސްސަޓްމ 

 ިވްސުނެމްއ ެގްނުގުޅުމަގިއ) ަދިތަތާކ ުކިރަމިތަލުމްނެނެވ.

ިބުރ  ޭބ ޮއްފ ެބްނޯގްލ ާލްޖ ެމިރްނ ިއޯކިސްސަޓްމަގިއ ިހެމޭނ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ަސަބުބްނ ުދިނޭޔްނ ެނިތާދެނ ަކުމގެ 

 ހެީވަފިއާވ ުގުދަރީތ ަންސުލަތާކިއ ަމުދަވުމްނާދ ާބަވްތަތަކްށ ަވަރްށ ޮބަޑްށ ައަސުރ ުކެރެއެވ.

 

 ިމ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ުކިރަމިތުކުރވާ ަމިއަގނުޑ ަސަބުބަތއް 

 "ޯއަޕްނ ެއްކަސްސ" ިނާޒުމ ޮއުތން 

ެއުޅން  ާޚްއަޞ ޮގެތްއަގިއ ްޓޯރާލރްސ ާއިއ ދާ  –ަމްސެވިރަކްނ ުކާރ ިމްނަވުރ ިއުތުރުވްނ   
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ަމަހްށ ޮއްތ ިޑާމްންޑ ަވަރްށ ޮބަޑްށ ިއުތުރުވްނ (ީމެގ ެތޭރަގިއ ެއުކަ◌ައަކްލަޗރ ައްށ ޭބުންނާވ ުކިދ ަމާހިއ ާކާނ 

 ެވްސ ިހެމޭނ)

ުޒ ުނުކެރުވން   ަމްސެވިރަކްނ ަބަލަހްއާޓ ިހްނަގްނ ޮއްތ ިނާޒުމ ަބިލަކިށުވާމިއ ާގޫނާނިއ ަގާވިއުދ ަތްނީފ

ަހާލުކަވުމްނ ިދުޔން ްކިރިޓަކްލ ެހިބެޓްޓަތްއ   

 

 ަމިއަގނުޑ ަމްއަސަލަތއް 

 ަކނޑޫފަާތްއ ަހާލުކަވުމްނ ިދުޔން 

 ަފުރަތްއ ަހާލުކަވުމްނ ިދުޔން 

 ޫމުދިވަނ ަމުދުވާމިއ ަހާލުކަވުމްނ ިދުޔން 

 

 ިމ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ްޓާރްންސަބުއްނަޑީރ ަމްއަސަލައްށ ވާޮގތް 

ަގުއުމަތުކަގިއ ުހުރން ިމިތްނ ަވްއަތުރެގ ެހިބެޓަޓީކެވްސ ޮބްބްލމޭ ަސަރަހްއުދެގ   

 ައްއޭސިރަފުށަގާއިއ ޫމުދ ަސަރަޙްއގުދަގިއ ިބުމެގ ަތފުާތ ޭބުންނަތްއުކުރާމިއ ަތަރްއީގެގ ަމަސްއަކްތަތްއ ިއުތުރުވން 

 ިމ ެހިބެޓްޓ ަތުކަގިއ ުހްނަނ ަވީސަލްތަތުކެގ ިވަޔފިާރ ޭދޭދ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ެމުދަގިއ ުކަރުމްނ ިދުޔން 

 ޫމުސަމްށ ައްނަނ  ަބަދުލަތުކެގ ޭނޭދވޭ ައަސުރ ިމ ުހިރާހ ަގުއަމަކްށ ުކުރްނ 

 

ުކިރަމިތުކުރވާ ަމިއަގނުޑ ަސަބުބަތއް ިމ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ   

 ައްއޭސިރ ަފުށަގިއ ިދިރުއޭޅ ިނަކެމިތ ަފީގުރްނެގ ެކުއަމްށ ިލެބްނ ުހިރ ެއްނެމ ައާސީސ ެއްއަޗީކ ިމީއަކަމްށުވން 

ްނަވުރަގިއ ޯކްސަޓްލ ިޑެވލޮްޕަމްންޓ ްޕލްޭނަތެކްއ ެނުތން ަގުއީމ ައިދ ަސަރަހްއީދ ފެ   

 ިމ ެހިބެޓްޓެގ ަތެކިތ ުނަވަތ ުގޭޅ ަތެކީތެގ ިވަޔފިާރ ަގުއުމަތުކަ◌ަގާއިއ ދޭދޭ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ެމުދަގިއ ުފާޅަވުމްނ ިދުޔން 

ަކްތަތްއ ިގަނުވން ައްއޭސިރަފުށެގ ަސަރަޙްއުދަގިއ ުކެރވޭ ިޞާނީއ ަމަސްއަކްތަތްއ ިއުތުރެވ  ަތަރްއީގެގ ަމަސއް   
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 ަރްއާކެތިރުކެރިވަފިއާވ ަސަރަޙްއުދަތްއ ުނެބެލެހްއުޓާމިއ ިމަކަމްށ ޮއްނަނ ިނާޒުމެގ ހަީނުރަކން 

 ިމ ެހިބެޓްޓަތަކްށ ޭނެދވޭ ައަސުރުކާރޮގަތްށ ުދުރަގިއ ުކެރވޭ ަދނުޑެވިރަކްނ ިއުތުރުވން 

 ަފުތުރެވިރަކްނ ުފާޅެވ ިއުތުރުވން 

 ޫމުސަމްށ ައްނަނ ަބަދުލަތއް 

ުއަޝން ޕޮލި   

 ަމިއަގނުޑ ަމްއަސަލަތއް 

 ިއްނާސުންނެގ ަނިޖުހަގިއ ެއުލވޭ ިވަހ ެޕޮތްޖްނާއިއ ޯއަގިންކ ާމްއާދަތއް 

 ުކިނުބނި 

 ިނުއްޓިރެއްންޓ ެއޭޅ ިމްނަވުރ ިއުތުރުވން 

 ޮއިއްލ ޕިޮލުއަޝން 

 ޕިާސްސަޓްންޓ ޯއަގިންކ ޕިޮލުއަޓްންޓްސ ާއިއ ޕިާސްސަޓްންޓ ޯއަގިންކ ަސްބްސަޓްނަސސް 

 ެސިޑެމްންޓާއިއ ިކަސުޑ ިއުތުރުވން 

 ެހވީ ެމަޓްލސް 

 

 ިމ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ްޓާރްންސަބުއްނަޑީރ ަމްއަސަލައްށ ވާޮގތް 

ިއްނާސުންނެގ ަނިޖްސ ްޓީރްޓ ުނޮކްށ ުނަވަތ ެއަކީށެގްނާވ ިމްނަވަރްށ ްޓީރްޓ ުނޮކްށ ިތާމެވްށަޓްށ ޫދޮކްށުލަމީކ 

 -ުންނެގ ަނީޖާހިއ ެއެހިނެހްނ ޯއަގިންކ ުކިނ ެގްނަޖސް ިމ ަސަރަޙްއުދަގިއ ަވަރްށ ާޢްއުމ ަކެމެކެވ. ިއްނސާ 

ެމްގާނ ިސްސަޓަމްށ ޫދުކުރުމްނ ެއްއ ަގުއަމްށުވެރ ިގަނ ަގުއަމްށ ޭއެގ ައަސުރ ފުޯރަމީކ ާގްތަކެމެކެވ. -ްބަރްމުޕްތރާ   

ައަޅިއ ުދުރ ްޕާލްސިޓްކ ެއުކލޭވޭ ުކްނާޏިއ ަމްސެވިރަކަމްށ ޭބުންނުކާރ ާއާލްތަތަކީކ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ިއްނަތްއ ަފަހނަ 

 ަސަރަޙްއުދަތަކްށ ަދުތުރޮކްށފެާނ ުކީނެގ ާބަވްތަތެކެވ.

ޯކުރަތުކްނ ޫމުދެގ ަސަރަޙްއަދްށ ޭބުރާވ ިނުއްޓިރެއްންޓްސެގ ަސަބުބްނ ުފާޅ ާދިއާރައަކްށ ަހިއޕްޮކިސާއ 

ެރެއެވ.ެފުތިރާދެނެއެވ. ަޖްއުވަގިއ ިއުތުރާވ ިނުއްޓިރެއްންޓްސ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ިއްނ ަފަހަނަ◌ައަޅިއ ަދުތުރކު   
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ުޒ  ޭބުރ ަދުތުރުކާރ ޯބުޓަފަހުރ ުދްއުވާމުގޭޅޮގުތްނ ެއިކ ަގުއުމަތުކަގިއ ެއިކ ަގާވިއުދ ުހުރާމިއ ަގާވިއުދ ަތްނީފ

ުނުކެރުވުމެގ ަސަބުބްނ ޭބުރ ަދުތުރުކާރ ޯބުޓަފަހުރްނ ޭބުރާވ ުކްނާޏިއ ިވަހަތްއ ެއިކ ަގުއުމަތުކެގ ިއްނަތްއ 

ުކުރަމީކ ެއަކީށެގްނާވަކެމެކެވ. ާތުރ ުގަޅަތްއ ުދުރ ަސަރަޙްއުދަތަކްށ ަދުތުރ ަފަހަނައަޅިއ ެއެހްނ ަގުއުމަތަކްށ ައަސރު 

 ުކެރެއެވ.

ޕާރިސްސެޓްންޓ ޯއަގިންކ ަސްބްސަޓްނަސްސާއިއ ޕާރިސްސަޓްންޓ ޮޓްކިސްކ ަސްބްސަޓްނަސްސ ައިދ 

ެނިތެގްނ ުނާދ ިވަހަތެކެވ.ާމރަކީރ ާއިއ ޯއަގޯނާމރަކީރައީކ ުދުރ ަސަރަހްއަދްށ ަދުތުރުކާރ ަޒާމްނަތެކްއ ަވްނެދްނ   

ެސިޑެމްނޭޓަޝްނާއިއ ެހވީ ެމަޓްލެގ ަސަބުބްނ ުއެފދޭ ިވަހ ަތަޣްއަޔުރެގ ައަސުރ ުދުރ ަތްނަތަންށ ފާޯރަކެމްއ 

 ެއނޭގަކަ◌ްށެނެތެވ.

އް ިމ ަމްއަސަލަތްއ ުކިރަމިތުކުރވާ ަމިއަގނުޑ ަސަބުބތަ   

ން ައްއޭސިރަފުށަގިއ ިދިރުއޭޅ ާއާބީދ ިއުތުރުވާމިއ ާއރަބަނިއޭޒޝަ   

 ޮކްނެމ ީމަހުކ ޭބުންނުކާރ ަވީސަލްތަތްއ ިއުތުރުވން 

ިޞާނީއ ޮބެޑިތ ަމަސްއަކްތަތްއ ެއެހްނ ަގުއުމަތުކްނ ިމ ަސަ◌ަރަހްއުދެގ ަގުއުމަތަކްށ ަބަދުލ ުކުރާމިއ ިޞާނިއ ުކިދ 

 ަމަސްއަކްތ ުކާރ ަފާރްތަތްއ ެއަތްއ ުގަނައަކްށ ިއުތުރެވެގްނ ިދުޔން 

◌ް ެގ ޮބަލަކްށެޖހޭ ަގުއީމ ުއެފްއުދްނެތިރަކުމެގ ިމްނަވުރ ަދްށުވނާއާބދީ 
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